A not-for-profit ecological art & media lab
founded by Patrick M. Lydon and Suhee Kang, we
work internationally to build environmental
wellness by re-connecting cities and people to
nature through art and experiences.
Please enjoy this brief review, featuring a
selection of our projects from 2019

2019
year in review

see more at cityasnature.org

forest is the artist
exhibition / seoul, korea

Two years ago, Patrick asked a Korean forest to
spend a year producing artworks on canvas. This
year, the canvases were transported from the
Forest to a well known contemporary gallery in
Seoul. The resulting exhibition by “Gomsil
Forest” received coverage from several media
and arts publications. If we can interpret contemporary art, can we also learn to listen to the voice
of nature on the canvas?
with support from PlaceMAK Gallery

invading a global summit

ecological art platform / paris, france

The “Forum for Radical Imagination on
Environmental Knowledge” (aka FRIEK) took place
during a gathering of nearly 400 environmentally
focused officials and practitioners from 52
countries. Patrick worked together with Carmen
Bouyer and Stéphane Verlet-Bottéro to curate
dozens of exhibitions, workshops, and interventions
invading the conference, in a bid to break down
traditional barriers and allow new ideas for
sustaining cities.
with support from The Nature of Cities and
Musagetes Foundation

weed & herb foraging
workshops / japan and korea

Suhee hosted multiple urban herb foraging
adventures where we shared knowledge with
visitors and locals about using these plants for teas,
medicines, in cooking, and even herb infused
whiskey, including a workshop in the most unlikely
of places, Osaka’s Hankyu Department Store.
with support from IN/Sects and Asia Book Market

city as nature festival
festival production / osaka, japan

Our first self-produced art and ecology festival
featured over thirty creatives from seven countries.
Works of textile, sculpture, photography, drawing,
installation, weaving, film, music, and performance
voiced concern and commitment to water and all of
the lifeforms it supports. Together with American
artist Robin Lasser, and a host of amazing talent
from around East Asia, we produced multiple public
events, attendees discovered moments and places
where cities are intertwined with the rest of nature.
with support from Chishima Foundation for Creative
Osaka, Chidori Bunka, and The Nature of Cities
More: www.cityasnature.org/festival

the branch

eco art lab / osaka, japan
This year also marks a new step for our
Osaka-based eco arts hub, The Branch. In our
mission to offer time and space for artists and urban
dwellers to connect with nature in the city, we have
hosted numerous environmental art exhibitions.
Recently these include mezzotint artist Aya
Shimamoto , and somehow, hula dancer Kie Minami
performing with Alicia Bay Laurel! From Spring
2020, we will host our first live/work artists at The
Branch, and will participate in the Japan Cultural
Olympiad, through a partnership with Lateral Lab.
Later in the year we plan to open a second space in
a to-be-determined location. Stay tuned.
with support from you

screenings & media
korea and japan

We enjoyed the opportunity this year, to take our film
to yet more new audiences in Korea and Japan,
including a screening and talk events in MUJI Japan
and Korea, and at a new concept cafe by Lexus
Korea. The message of natural farming and of living
together with this earth is certainly moving more,
into the mainstream. That said, our message does
not change to suit commercial interestes. We shoed
shoppers at MUJI that they don’t need an art store
to make art (working directly with nature is both
economical and ecological), and let those at the
Lexus event know that cars are not likely to play a
big role in sustainable transportation (we use public
transit and bicycles to get around). There was a bit of
press about our projects this year too, including
appearances on three television shows in Japan, and
various magazine and newspaper articles including
IN/SECTS, Kyoto Journal, Chosun Ilbo, and of course
The Nature of Cities, popping up here and there.

kitakagaya green street
community project / osaka, japan

In the end, we all need to take care of the people
around us, and we share a responsiblity to make the
places we live better for ourselves and our
neighbors. Better, could mean more lively, or more
healthy, more happy, green, or friendly. There are
many ways to do it. For us, one of the ways this year
was to partner with our neighbor at NPO Goodluck
to create the infrastructure for more flowers,
herbs, and food plants on our alleyway. Along with
our neighbors, we started the Kitakagaya Green
Street project, greening our street together. As they
say where I come from, that’s how we roll.
Explore the hashtag #kkgreen

Yours in Nature,
Patrick Lydon & Suhee Kang

osaka & seoul
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